Medical Terminology - HR105

**Section:** HR105 878192S Online  
**Section Type:** Lecture  
**Credit Hours:** 3.00  
**Course Description:** Elements of medical language including common abbreviations. Emphasis is placed on spelling, pronunciation, correct usage, and meaning relating to body systems, medical science, and medical specialties.

**WHEN**  
Days: Arranged  
Times: Arranged  
Start Date: 05/01/2020  
End Date: 05/31/2020

**WHERE**  
Online

**INSTRUCTOR**  
LACEY HOSKINSON

**BOOKS**  
Title: COMPREHENSIVE MEDICAL TERMINOLOGY 5TH Edition  
Author: BETTY DAVIS JONES  
Required: Yes  
Title: POCKET ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY 3RD Edition  
Author: JONES  
Required: No